
 
World Dance Alliance Global Assembly 

 
Monday July 17, 1:00 PM 

 
outside Accolade on west wall of building 

 
 
Wind Rain Sun 
Choreography:  Trina Rasmuson 
Performers:  Shelly Anderson, Laurie Montemurro, Jason Stroh, Trina Rasmuson, Nicole  
  Tritter  
Music:   Brent Van Dusen 
 
Vertical dance combines the technical aspects of climbing (such as rappelling) with the artistry of 
dance. Wind blows through the trees, over cliffs and brings dust to our eyes.  It creates distorted 
shapes of leaves, grass or dirt and whirls into spins and diving swoops. Dancers fall and tumble on 
the wall, moving from side to side, hanging upside down and tossing their bodies as if blown by the 
wind. Wind brings clouds and rain, a spring rain that gushes and subsides. The symmetry of the 
raindrop, the liquid fall and dribble of water, twirling droplets falling down toward the earth – images 
invoked by the Rain dancers. With a final gush Rain finishes and the blaze of the solo Sun takes 
over - mesmerizing and captivating us. Powerful, this god of the sky radiates and glows outward 
using shapes and distinct timing/quality changes. It mimics the brightness, the strength and the 
encompassing wonder that is the Sun. Finishing, the Sun is left glowing ever outward, its 
shimmering beauty making us pause. 
 
 
Special thanks to the Calgary Climbing Centre and Teatro. Created with the help of The Alberta Foundation for 
the Arts and Springboard Dance.Thanks to Holly Small for coordination. 
 
 
 
Bird Soul Productions 
Trina Rasmuson's first taste of vertical dance was with project Bandaloop, in 1998. The following 
year, she produced Bird Soul, an event that took place at a scenic climbing/cliff area and combined 
live music, climbing, vertical and modern dance. In 2000, she created In the Air and in 2001, 
Corvidae, another on-site piece based on the Raven. For 2002-2004, she was artistic director of 
Vertical Summer, an urban vertical performance series. Wind. Rain, Sun was originally produced for 
this series in 2004. Her latest work FLAP: A Field Guide to Urban Birding, was in collaboration with 
Annie Dugan and Firefly Theatre in Edmonton, 2005. 
 

______ 
 
 
 
Please note: there is very heavy bus traffic around the University Common. We ask you to stay on 
the sidewalk and not step on the road to avoid injury and disruption to bus traffic. Thank you.
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